The world needs change-makers now more than ever. Innovation in the face of uncertainty is what every Girl Scout embodies. Today's circumstances are new, challenging and daunting but that hasn't stopped countless troops from continuing to make their communities a better place. Whether using online tools to connect in different ways or coming together at a safe distance apart, our programs continue to elevate Girl Scouts everywhere. No matter your circumstance, we're here to provide them with the essential experience that sets them up for greatness.

Join us in meeting the challenge head on and find new ways to Girl Scout.

Complete a portion of this checklist, and get the associated rocker to commemorate it. 8 total.
Get the main patch (@Home) by completing any Girl Scout related activity at home, whether it's a listed rocker or something of your choosing.

VIRTUAL

Virtual Troop Meeting: Attend a troop meeting by video chat! Whether it's by phone, tablet, PC or anything else, sometimes just seeing each other is the connection we need to get through until we're all back together again.

Check out a GSNorCal Live Event! Attend a council-hosted Live Event. Visit our Girl Scouts at Home web page to get the full list of offerings.

These tailored events will keep girls engaged with a nurturing GS NorCal guide who provides real time interaction. This includes all the fun found in Tajar's Treehouse!

Online Program: Access any of the various programs offered on our Girl Scouts at Home webpage. While we have council-curated programs, check out the content provided by our Program Partners for even more options. This is screen time you can feel good about!

Badge-at-Home: Complete a badge in the comfort of your own home. All the guidance and content is available on our Girl Scouts at Home webpage. It can be as ambitious as a Journey or as sun-filled and fun as the Flowers badge. Pick their passion and move at your own pace; this is Girl Scouts your way!

HYBRID

A BLEND OF ONLINE & UNPLUGGED ACTIVITIES

Camping at Home: From the backyard to the living room to their bed, camp is where the heart is. While we're all "camp-sick" this summer and aching for s'mores (just ask our Outdoor Programs team!), it's still possible to recreate a piece of that magic wherever you are. Whether it's a tent or a grand blanket fort, a little innovation can make the most out of this difficult situation. Join the fun with late-night "campfire" songs, roasted marshmallows, or just laying together staring at the night sky. They can still have a piece of camp magic at home. This includes all the fun found in Tajar's Treehouse!

Distant Bridging: Bridging ceremonies are going to look a little different this year. While there will be physical space between you, your hearts and minds will be as close as ever. Whether it's solely virtual or a safely coordinated in-person celebration, you've worked hard and earned the next level. Take the time to recognize all the effort and congratulate one another on a great season!

Service Project: In this season of change, it's important to set aside time for taking action. This can be through our structured patch programs or a self-starting initiative. The more we do, however big or small, the more our communities shine a little brighter. Leading change will likely be even harder than before but by learning to plan and act upon her goals, they'll acquire and maintain values that our society so desperately needs.

Self-Care: With the near endless stream of challenges our young go-getters are enduring, it's also important to recognize the importance of self-care. In order to be an effective force of change, one needs to be centered, confident and calm. This can be found in hobbies, meditation, yoga or even just talking it out. The time it takes to find and build upon this inner strength is an investment towards thriving in this new "normal." Before your risk-taker rules the world, they must develop the composure of a conqueror.

Once you've completed an activity and are ready to get your patch, purchase online and schedule a curbside pick up. Now open! Scan these codes to shop!